Nürburgring
(Germany)

The Nürburgring's North loop and Grand Prix track are two of the world's most
famous and challenging race tracks. Since 1927 this motorsport complex has
inspired fans with races from Formula 1 to DTM and 24-hour races. Today, the
Nürburgring is much more than a legendary racing circuit. Several attractions
around both tracks make it a year-round leisure and adventure destination for
automobile fans as well as rock fans or families looking for fun and relaxation.
For fast and smooth access to the parking facilities and attractions, the
Nürburgring counts on SKIDATA technology.
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Nürburgring
(Germany)

Project information
Compact.Gate

41 standard
turnstiles
16 print@home
boxes

Vario.Gate (fixed)

6 standard
turnstiles

Vario.Gate
VIP checkpoints

12 standard
turnstiles
24 Vario.Gate
readers

Compact.Gate
(mobile)

50 standard
turnstiles

Disabled-friendly
access points

5

Indoor access
points

5 standard
turnstiles

Entrances

12 entry gate

Exits

10 exit gates

Point of Sales

7 Power.Cash
‘Parking’ POS units
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Some 200 motorsport events bring hundreds of thousands of fans annually to
the Nürburgring. Open year-round, it attracts visitors of all types and with all
interests. For instance, you'll find families on wellness weekends, climbers or
musicians, bikers or cyclists, as well as motorsport fans training on or touring
the North loop – and access management plays an important role.
SKIDATA provides fast access to the parking facilities in addition to seamless
access to the attractions. Fixed and mobile access controls, proprietary
technology for print@home tickets and VIP entrances, plus the link to parking
and access technology enables flexible controls and creative ticketing. Visitors
can, for example, print their tickets at home and quickly get to where they are
going via Compact.Gates with print@home boxes or Vario.Gates without an
extra stop-off to pay.

Special Features
• 6 gates with integrated payment solution reader access with payment 		
to race track (partially for mobile use).
• Car parking is connected via the Handshake system to access controls		
so that parking tickets can also be read by the ticketing system 			
• Bank and credit cards can also be used for parking.

